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Rebellion, Creativity and Revelation, Research Committee on Alienation: World Congress of Sociology, F. Geyer and D. Schwitzer ed), Mexico 1982


Family Variables and Stigma among Prostitutes in Israel, J. of Social Psychology, 1983, 120, 1,57

Drug and Alcohol Involvement amongst Israeli Youth in: W.T. Haesler (ed) Mentally Abnormal & Drug Addicted Offenders, Diessenhofen, verlag Ruegger, 1984

Stigma, Creativity, Crime and Madness, Deviant Behaviour, 1984, Vol. 6 No.1


Mentally Abnormal and Drug-Addicted Offenders, Verlag Ruegger, CH-8253 Dissenhofen, 84.
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Valhalla, Calvary and Auschwitz, Jerusalem Quarterly, Jerusalem, Hebrew University (English) in Press, "Zmanim" Tel-Aviv University (Hebrew) in Press. 1984. Accepted by Outrigger Publishers, New Zealand 1984

Anxious and Reckless Drivers, Deviant Behaviour Washington 1984

Criminological Diagnosis in Israel (Ed) F.Ferracuti and M.E.Wolfgang


Dialectical Quests as Metaphysical Projections of the Self, Pilosophia, Bar Ilan, 1984

Family Parameters of Violent Prisoners, (Hebrew) Megamot 1984

Dialectical Quests as Metaphysical Projects of the Self, "Ultimate Reality and Meaning" 1985

The Mark of Cain (French) Revue de Droit Penal et de Criminologie, Bruxelles, May 1985

Continuum of God and Personality of Man: Humboldt J. of Social Relations, Humboldt State University, 1985, Arlata, California 95521

Metaphysics, Solipsism & Madness, Filosofia Oggi, Genova, Italy. Anno XI Gennaio-Marzo 1988,N.1

The Sisyphean and Tantalic Social Types, Tijdschrift voor Sociale Wetenschappen, Seminarie voor Sociologie, Ghent, Belgium 1986


Family Parameters of Violent Prisoners, Medicine and Law Springer Verlag, W. Germany, (In Press) 1987

Reckless and Anxious Drivers. Presented at the International Conference on Road Safety. Proceedings of the International Conference on Changes and Innovations in Road Safety, held in Ashford, Israel on 27-28 April, 1987


An Instrument to Diagnose Personality Types According to the Personality Theory of Shoham, Medicine and Law, Springer-Verlag, W. Germany 1987
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Taped Course on Valhalla, Calvary and Auschwitz, for Broadcasting University of Israel, 1988
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Personality and Social Attitude of Violent Prisoners Medicine & Law 1988
Criminology (English version) Harrow & Weston New York 1988
The Deviant Personality - A Theory and it Empirical Anchors Harrow & Weston New York 1988
Valhalla, Calvary and Auschwitz, in Separowicz: Proceedings of the World Congress of Victimology, Zagreb
Soren Kierkegaard and Rabbi Nachman of Bratslav - Defiant Rebels. Filosofia Oggi 1989
Normative Sacrifice - Perspectives on Deviance, Dominance and Denigration. Anderson Publishing Co. Cincinnati, OH 45201 1989
Normative Sacrifice in Sociologia de la Familia, La Salud y la Education M. J. Palaez (Ed) Malaga, Spain 1990
The Bridge to Nothingness, Gnosis, Kabbala and Existentialism in Revision, San Francisco, 1990
Deviance and Alienation, Ramot: Tel Aviv University (Hebrew), 1993
Review of Biography of Marquis de Sade in Ha'aretz Review of Books, December 1993

Promethean Therapy, Papyrus: Tel Aviv University (Hebrew), 1994


"Myth and Alienation": The Mythogene and the myth was the logos. From the volume edited by Felix Geyer: Alienation Revisited, being the acts of the World Congress of Sociology, held at Bielefeld, Germany. Research committee #36. July 1994

The Many Faces of Violence, to be published in Spanish in the publication of the Instituto de Criminologi, Chile 1995

The Complementary of Crime and Madness, to be published in Spanish in the publication of the Instituto de Criminologi, Chile 1999


An Article translated to German, from the Book The Bridge to Nothingness, in "Weltrevolution der Seele" - Eds. Sloterdijk P./Macho Th.; Artemins & Winkler 1999

The Mythogenic Structure of Normative Reality, in Internationale Perspektiven in Kriminologie und Strafrecht, Duncker & Humblot, Berlin 1998
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The Medium is the Barrier. In the journal e-journal: Intercultural Communication. Nr.1, June 1999

Micro-Macro Criminology In the International Journal of Sociology, co-authored with Graeme Newman, 2001


From Jesus Christ to Yanosh Korchack.. In Iton 77. 256, June 2001. p. 22-31.


Micro-Macro Criminology (Spanish), Cuadernos de Criminologia, Instituto de Criminologia, Policia de Investigaciones de Chile, No. 12, 2003.
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Crime and Madness, a Macabre Complementarity. Memorial volume for Judge Kitai, 2007


"Therapy as Transference" (Co-written with Sapir Handelman). Divinatio 30 (Autumn-Winter), 2009. pg 67-84.


A monodrama: a failed witness, to be performed in Passover 2015